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Using Uplift Modelling and Prescriptive Analysis
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1 Introduction

This document provides an overview of all the processes followed in the research project.
The performance of each machine learning model is assessed, and the best model is chosen.
The tools, approaches, and libraries utilized are explained in the following sections of this
document. This research aims to compare the uplift model and the conventional customer
churn prediction model. The ability to target the right customer group is evaluated for
both models.

As stated in the research report, Experiment 1 is a replica of state-of-the-art research
and the implementation is provided in open source by the author. Experiment 2 and
Experiment 3 were explained in this document. 1

2 Hardware and Software Specifications

Software Specifications: The Integrated Development Environment (IDE) used for
the implementation of this research is Google Colaboratory and the programming lan-
guage used is Python (v.3.7.13). The main libraries that utilized are:Matplotlib (v.3.2.2),
Pandas (v.1.3.5), Xgboost (v.0.90), Seaborn (v.0.11.2) and Sci-kit learn (v.1.0.2)

Hardware specifications: ASUS ZenBook UM425UA-AM164T, Storage: 512GB
M.2 NVMe™ PCIe® 3.0 SSD, RAM: 8.0 GB, Processor: AMD Ryzen™ 5 5500U Mobile
Processor (6-core/12-thread, 11MB cache, up to 4.0 GHz max boost), Operating System:
Windows 10 Home.

3 Data Preprocessing

Figure 1 shows the Python libraries and packages required for the project. Since the
code block belongs to Experiment 2.2, it contains the XGBoost package. ”from sk-

1website: https://www.kaggle.com/code/davinwijaya/why-you-should-start-using-uplift-modeling/
notebook
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learn.linear model import LogisticRegression” is used in Experiment 3.1 and 3.2, which
includes Logistic Regression application.

Figure 1: Python libraries and packages

In Figure 2, 21572 null values in ”reamining contract”, 381 null values in ”download
avg” and ”upload avg” can be seen. Columns that will not be used for analysis and
381 null values are cleaned. ”reamining contract” means that the customer has never
preferred the contract. Therefore null values can be filled with 0. Also, a new column
”has contract” is created to show whether the customer has already selected the contract
or not (0 or 1). The new dataset consists of 71893 non-null rows and 11 columns.(Figure 3)

Figure 2: Data Cleaning and Feature Engineering

Figure 3: Processed Data Before Uplift Model Applications

As a requirement of the uplift model, there should be a control group and a treat-
ment group. In the dataset in this research, churn(1) and not churn(0) already serve as
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control groups. However, the treatment group should be selected. The treatment group
to be selected should also provide a binary classification as yes=1, no=0. As seen in
Figure 4, the first selected treatment column is ”has contract” and the second is ”is tv
subscriber”. These two treatments were used in experiments independently of each other,
and treatment correlations(%) were compared in the research report. Figure 5

Figure 4: Treatment identification and treatment correlation of ”has contract” (The
percentage print code was revised after the first submission

Figure 5: Treatment identification and treatment correlation of ”is tv subscriber” (The
percentage print code was revised after the first submission

After determining the control and treatment groups, the next step is to determine
the 4 target classes. In the research report, it is explained how the target classes are
determined.(Figure 6)

Figure 6: Identification of target classes
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4 Machine Learning

Figure 7 shows that 30% of the data used for testing, and the remaining 70% of the data
for training. XGBoost training-test steps for both the uplift model and the conventional
churn model are shown. ”prediction results” output can be seen in Figure 11.
In the conventional churn model, ’prediction churn’ is used for accuracy. However,
’proba churn’ is used to calculate the uplift for prescriptive analysis. For the Uplift
modeling prediction analysis, 4 different confusion matrixes are created for 4 different
target classes. Also, while XGBoost is used for Experiment 2, Logistic Regression is used
for Experiment 3. (Figure 8)

Figure 7: Machine Learning using XGBoost

Figure 8: Machine Learning using Logistic Regression (revised after first submission)

At first, logistic regression models do not converge, therefore, the maximum number of
iterations for logistic regression are increased to solve this problem (1000 max. iterations
for the conventional churn model, and 10000 max. iterations for the uplift model).Figure 8
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After the iteration change, model fitting is provided. Also, ”stratify” parameter is added
in order to avoid bias. One of the disadvantages of logistic regression emerges as the
dataset is linearly separable. As seen in Figure 12, in the application performed with
treatment 1, ”CN” and ”CR” probabilities are close to 0, while ”TN” and ”TR” has
values close to 1. Although using ”stratify” mitigates this condition, negative uplift
scores still occur.

Figure 9: The rest of machine learning process and uplift score calculation for uplift
model

Figure 10: Feature Importance Plots

In Figure 9, the final part of the machine learning code block is presented and uplift
score is calculated for the uplift model using Lai’s generalized weighed uplift method
(LGWUM). In Figure 10, feature importance plots for conventional churn prediction
model and uplift model are shown when XGboost is used. Although this step is not used
in research, this step will be important when a similar study is done with a dataset with
many attributes.

5 Evaluation

Figure 11 is shown to explain the results more clearly: The uplift score calculated from
the target class prediction probabilities for uplift model and the churn probability is used
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Figure 11: Prediction Results

Figure 12: Prediction Results- Logistic Regression (without stratify)

for the conventional model. ’churn’ and ’prediction churn’ are used for conventional
customer churn prediction accuracy. ’target class’ and ’prediction target class’ are
used for the uplift model accuracy. Therefore, while the conventional model predicts 2
outcomes, the uplift model predicts 4 outcomes.(Figure 13)

Figure 13: Confusion matrix and accuracy results

In Figure 14 function ranks the churn probabilities and uplift scores to plot the Qini
curve, and the steps for obtaining the Qini curve, Qini coefficient are also shown. The
Qini-Coefficient is defined as the difference between the area under the Uplift Curve
and the area under the random curve. The calculation below is also included in the
code block. x= population with treatment, N= total number of customers, uplift(x) =
Nx[(TR/T)-(CR/C)] Calculating and adding the Qini value into dataframe in the code
block includes the formula below:

qini coefficient =
N−1∑
n=0

uplift− random model curve

Finally, as seen in Figure 15 uplift model’s curve illustrated as ”UPLIFT” with red
line and conventional customer churn model’s curve illustrated as ”CHURN” with blue
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Figure 14: Qini Curve Process and Qini coefficient Part 1

line.(’deepskyblue’). The random model is indicated by the gray line and is considered
the baseline for the evaluation section. Figure 16 shows the outputs of Qini curve plots,
Qini coefficient results for XGBoost with treatment 1(Experiment 2.1) and treatment
2(Experiment 2.2).

Figure 15: Qini Curve Process and Qini coefficient Part 2

As explained, the logistic regression models do not converge without editing, however,
results are stable, when the same steps as XGBoost are applied. Due to the large number
of poorly fitting observations, there is a lack of convergence, that means the data does
not fit the model properly. Therefore, the maximum number of iterations for logistic
regression are increased.
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Figure 16: XGBoost - Qini Plot and Qini coeffficient Results

XGBoost successfully manages to deliver a positive uplift for the customer churn
without fail in all experiments.(Figure 16) Even though the logistic regression models
have a successful uplift and Qini curve with the same application, the models do not
converge. The Qini curves and Qini coefficients of the logistic regression models before
convergence are shown in Figure 17. The convergence problem in logistic regression is
fixed and the effect of the stratify parameter on the result is examined. After adding the
parameter, approximately 129% Qini coefficient increase is observed in experiment 3.2,
therefore, it is used in the project.Figure 19

Figure 17: Logistic Regression- Qini Plot and Qini coeffficient Results(before revision)
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Figure 18: Logistic Regression- Qini Plot and Qini coeffficient Results (after the max-
imum iteration increase)

Figure 19: Logistic Regression- Qini Plot and Qini coeffficient Results (after the max-
imum iteration increase and using stratify)
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